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Abstract: Resilience practice is a place-based activity. This study incorporates the notion of “Tran-
sitional Progress” as an available scoping tool pin-pointing the human-habitat domain; the critical
human resilience build-up can be identified by the site-specific and locally adapted practice as the
residents’ perception and interaction within the local geographical character are examined. The
assessment framework is proposed as a measurable process, followed by an adaptive cycle valuation
performed for each of the scales at the different transitional stages. This resilience varies from the
degree and time exposed to flood and the resident’s respective responses regarding people, commu-
nity, and place; accordingly, the semi-structured interview documented respondents’ self-evaluation
from the Peitou Plateau in Taipei. The study ascertained that in the face of climate risks: (1) adaptive
measures aided and enhanced the information gathered for risk impact is based on the residents’
perception of the habitat and human domain (2) adaptive capacity assessment is an effective mean in
understanding residents’ mitigation will and confidence, and (3) community ability to reflect on past
actual time scenario. Most importantly, the assessment framework contributes to understanding local
adaptation practice and contributes toward the sustainability of the urbanity.

Keywords: dynamic adaptation; transitional progress; community flood resilience; scoping tool

1. Introduction

The reality of climate change is frequently associated with extremely rapid onset
events impacting the urban system [1]. Events like flooding damage nature and habitat,
including communities and ecosystems; ultimately, this presents an urgent and fundamen-
tal challenge to cities [2,3]. Examined holistically, flood mitigation frequently involves an
adaptation build-up or enablement process in natural or human systems, this is a response
to actual or expected climatic stimuli or impact effects like damages or even beneficial
opportunities [4–6]. Therefore, urban flood risk necessitates an adaptation system and
mitigation strategy as the rapidly growing uncertainty obligates dynamic responses from
a multitude of risks’ shocks or stresses. While withstanding flooding, elements within
the resilience capital of community, place, and people undergo transitional changes. This
adaptive capacity is bounded by the socioeconomic aspects, climate characteristics, built
environment, and capacity learning processes, mainly through a dynamic transitional
sequence [3,7–10].

There is no one-size-fits-all resilience measure, and nor should there be [11]. Therefore,
there is no general measurement framework for disaster resilience that has been empirically
verified [12,13]. Resilience was first introduced in the field of ecology by Holling as a “mea-
sure of the persistence of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance and
nevertheless maintain the same relationships between populations or state variables” [14].
However, assessing the local responses to flood information and mitigation approaches
are unlikely to reflect or justify the local-based casual factors (physical characteristics,
location); nor the social, cultural, and psychological attributes (cognitive and affective)
that influence flood warning response [15–17]. Substantial differences exist at the national
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versus local scale for disaster resilience and measurement method; the accurate assessment,
then, becomes even more challenging. Schipper and Langston [18] reviewed 17 sets of
indicators from the household to the national level, attempting to evaluate holistically the
resilience level. To substantiate the assessment scope, the Flood Resilience Measurement
for Communities (the FRMC) [19] framework provide a highly generalized approach to
features for improving disaster resilience; while the Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) frame-
work developed in the nineties [20] emphasizes community assets and capacities in the
social, human, physical, financial and natural capital; other assessment tools like the Zurich
Alliance community flood resilience measurement framework attempts to examine the
community’s resilience holistically [18,19,21–23].

Historically, the ‘drained city’ model has been adopted by many cities, as an infras-
tructure add-on strategy to cope with possible flooding events [24]. However, assuming
cities infrastructures could be designed to withstand certain climate shocks and stresses,
residents still need to acquire the adaptive capacity to accommodate these risks; these can
be accomplished through their decision-making and action-based process. Communities
that acquire and exhibit such capacity could be deemed resilient. With recent recognition
on the critical human resilience build-up, the emphasis is on the site-specific and locally
adapted practice; it incorporates residents’ perception and local geographical character,
establishing a socially inclusive, resilient, economically prosperous, and energy-efficient
urbanity with a place-based perspective to resilience [3,19,25–27]. This is in support of
the argument that flood risk receptions and adaptation process shift status and reallocate
incessantly; at no time can the status be at a homogenous state.

Therefore, acknowledging the shift of resilience state is a constant condition, we
focus on the evaluation of the community’s awareness, place-based actions, or people’s
responsiveness within the system as it changes through time. The system depends on the
increase or decrease in the coping mechanism or adaptive capacity; the cross-scale linkages
affect the progress of the human or habitat criteria influencing the overall dynamics of
the system. This study proposes a “transitional” thinking framework that assesses the
system as it accommodates the occurrence of climate events; the system is triggered by
flooding that causes changes manifested through shock or stress within the human-habitat
system. The evaluation of empirical evidence in the dynamic shift of the resilience capacity
within the human-habitat domain is in a state of critical gaps in the field; assessment should
integrate and analyze the present conditions, specifically the residents’ perception and
the capacity to mitigate the flood risks. The aim is to determine the resilience ability as it
bounces forth as determined by the interacting parts; the transitioning between states in the
event of a flood disturbance to maintain functionality within the human-habitat domain.

This paper integrates the learned evidence and practice measures using the case
study site of Peitou Plateau, Taipei, as it is ranked as one of the cities most prone to
nature risks [28]; the research aimed to shed light on the question of flood events induced
adaptive capacity based on individual and collective actions beyond the obligatory or
expected statutes. The first part discusses the semi-structured interview with residents
on their perception and practices toward flood risks. Empirically, the perception is based
on the cognitive experience acquired from previous events; effectively, this is a gathering
of local practice and measure. To conclude, we argue that by weighing on (1) adaptive
measures aided and enhanced with a visualization model, as we gather the perception
forming process; (2) information gathered for risk impact assessment differences among the
residents; (3) the adaptive capacity could be increased by the effective learning tool, and
(4) adaptive capacity phases reflecting actual time scenarios that the stakeholders evaluate is
an effective mean of mitigating flood risks. These perceptions are typically based in a unique
way to factor in the decision-making in the human/habitat dimension. The concluding
section summarizes the insights of this study and calls for refinement and innovation in
the build-up measures to consolidate the urban system to sustain its coherence.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Flood Resilience Adaptive Cycle-Criteria and Means

The adaptive cycle and its extension often can be utilized to grasp the adaptive scope
and gauge flood resilience as the transitional process at a neighborhood level. Identifying
the transitional stages enables a better understanding of the long-term dynamics of flood
resilience [29,30]; the concept of “Panarchy” supposes that with each cyclical transition, the
system acquires a resilience capacity, regardless of whether the transition continues or not.
During the transition, either a finite-dimensional change or a bottom-up or top-down chain
effect occurs, oscillating within the adaptive cycle. The change could vary dimensionally,
depending on the scale shift within the temporal axial evaluation. In this study, we applied
the adaptive cycle concept to the flood resilience build-up a community acquires through
each flood event.

Taking the “Panarchy” thinking as a base, the interactions between the adaptive
cycles at the different scales during the resilience build-up process acknowledges com-
munity learning in the context of adaptive management and adaptability (or adaptive
capacity). [30]. Flood resilience represents a cumulative activity built over time via a variety
of interactions, decisions, and interventions as customarily takes place within a system
such as a community [31]. Essentially, the flood adaptive capacity exemplifies the ability
to reduce the vulnerability of the community exposed to flood risk; by raising risk per-
ceptions of developing responsive capacity for a changing climate. We underscore that
people’s judgments on risk are influenced by the ease with which relevant events come
to mind [19,32]. Experiences of an extreme flood event might make climate risk more
cognitively available or salient in people’s minds.

By implementing a nested adaptive cycle with bi-directional cross-scale feedbacks,
we essentially defined within the “Panarchy” thinking an “Adaptive cycle” transitioning
endogenously; it generates dynamic flow in complex adaptive systems. The internal
processes of self-organization and evolution over time are observed [29], as the complex
systems of human and habitat dynamically interact and gather within and across scales of
space and time, these bi-indicators of people and environment constitute a tiered structured
framework with cross-scale responses termed the ‘panarchy cycle’ [7].

The representation of a cyclical process demonstrates the systemic shift defined by
the complex interlocking of the elements (people, place, and community); the systems
approach is used to understand ecosystem dynamics and to emphasize the hierarchical
structuring [33]. The interlocking process is dependent on the flood events variables or
relationships that mediate the influence of external variability [7]. The flood resilience
capital builds up or down, dependent on flood activity through time (place or environ-
ment), people, and the community (individual or collective human interaction). This is in
contrast to “hardware” or engineering-based additive in-situs response by technological
and infrastructural elements; the concept of dynamic adaptation encourages resilience
learning toward the improvement of local adaptive capacity. The system includes people,
place, and community; it must undergo transitional changes in the “Panarchy” cycle.

2.2. A Transitional Adaptation Process

The adaptive capacity appropriation transitions through a crossed-ranged spatial-
temporal scale. At each disturbance of scale domain within the system, it results in complex
systems with multiple and nested domains of scales at distinct phases of the adaptive
cycle; it is often separated by orders of magnitude [29,33]. Initially, the cycle can assume to
be in a stable condition, which is the stability phase prior to any flood disturbances; the
resilience capital remains negative (“-”), and there is no gain in adaptive capacity. Once
flooding hits the community, the shock triggers the transition into the system transition
phase (ST), generating a resilience capacity build-up. The community, place, and people
acquire knowledge and skill; it establishes a stable network, and the system transitions into
the innovation phase (R); the community acquires a strengthened awareness and adds the
reinforcement to cope with and mitigate floods. This is necessary to attain robust growth
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in resilience. Lastly, the system calms down and arrives at the diversification phase (G);
the cycle comes to a completion, and the transitions lead toward a resilience capacity that
could be diminished if the community, people, and place resist acquiring additional ability;
on the other hand, the capacity may increase if the system holistically retains the awareness
and remains responsive. Therefore, adaptive capacity tends to oscillate between positive
and negative scales and vice versa. Within a neighborhood, we propose the model below,
based on the Panarchy thinking (Figure 1):
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Figure 1. Resilience Capacity Phases in The Adaptive Capacity build-up process through Coping
and Adaptation. Source: compiled and drawn by this study.

The process of system transition occurs in magnitudes, with criteria ranging from in-
visible changes to fluctuations in the interaction between sectors. In a way, the adaptability
of the urban system within the habitat dimension (place-based environment) undergoes
a transitional transformation; this could be gauged as adaptive or merely coping. The
human domain changes with each flood. The human dimension changes are manifested
in the responsive process of people (individual) or community (collective) changes. The
mitigation affects the cumulative learning capacity and the visible change (knowledge),
response (skill), and preparation (network) build-up within the community. Criteria range
from being resistant, aware, or able to accumulate robust capacity. Hence, allowing flex-
ibility in the cycle allows for robustness in the learning process. Adaptation acquires
necessary channels delineating the changes, tracing the resilient versus transformational
characteristics as well as those that are connected within the community [34].
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The phases interface is not sequential or fixed, and systems function in a series of
adaptive cycles, in an interacting or overlapping manner. During collective decision-
making, the continuous shock process and mitigation actions constitute the source of
knowledge build-up, which leads to acquiring skills for sharing with the community. Key
variables within systems are distributed endogenously. The flood resilience self-organizing
interactions and processes within the community are compartmentalized by scales within
the system [7,35]. If the change’s characteristic is spatially fixed, the analysis focuses on
the structural change; otherwise, the change is within its scale, reflecting the structuring of
the scale within the system due to the change in process transition. The stability phase (S)
accentuates the reorganization process evolving within the corresponding quadrant; the
same applies for each of the other three phases, mainly, system transition (ST), innovation
(I), and system transition (ST).

Assuming systemic structure has not changed, the community develops the resilience
capacity and undergoes scale and structure (quadrant) changes. The collective decision-
making, cooperative behavior, and planning and governance process to adapt require:
(1) extensive access to information and knowledge networks; (2) available climate learning
tools that could fortify the resilience into people’s livelihoods; (3) supporting institutions
and community ecosystem that could provide the base to facilitate learning, information
exchange, reflection, innovation, and anticipation; all of these are critical criteria which re-
main key elements in the practical reality of the adaptation process. The sense of awareness
or identification of such risks is given a numerical value to represent low, medium, and high
levels with values from 1 to 3. The numerical values correspond to the human-habitat do-
main; it reflects the ability of people, community, and place in coping and transition through
the processional change in the urban system. The indicators comprised of identification,
prioritization, design, and implementation of the capacity in the different phases.

2.3. The Proposed Adaptive Capacity Assessment Framework

This study proposed a two-tier assessment framework. The human-habitat domain-
criteria was assessed, then the “Panarchy” change and phasing within the people, com-
munity, and place was measured. Additionally, mobilization of the communities and
their prioritized adaptation as well as flood mitigation ability [3,35–38]; albeit through a
differentiated capacity level manifested by each resident’s action. The learning, anticipa-
tion, and forecasting made through the community’s knowledge sharing, and response
are beneficial towards capacity build-up. Hence, being adaptive means possessing the
ability to learn from mistakes, to generate the experience of dealing with change, and
the capability for innovation [36,39,40]. The assessment included a two-step process to
evaluate the habitat-human domain first, then engage in the transitional phasing to deter-
mine the resilience state. The adaptive process within the habitat-human domain criteria
state was decomposed to emphasize the resident’s flexibility; the need for continuous
monitoring and adjusting of the adaptation action as circumstances change was also taken
into consideration [41,42].

The adaptive or flexibility level is necessary for the mitigation of flood resilience;
manifested through visible change, response, and preparation build-up. A typology of
networks in the context of resilience: those that facilitate the flow of resources and ideas
and those that facilitate connections among people. The flow of resources and ideas is
beneficial in acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills while the facilitation of connec-
tions allows a network to be strengthened in the community [43,44]. Residents’ adaptive
capacity was measured in two folds (Table 1): by the degradation in the habitat through en-
vironment/climate risks (Rht = damage levels in building, environment, infrastructure, and
floods); and the human’s resilience that investigates the capacity level (Rhu = information,
responsive process, learning, and social structure change). The people/community factor
corresponds to an individual or collective evaluation in knowledge; while the place factor
corresponds to degradation in the habitat through assessment of building, environment,
flood event, and infrastructure of a given community as shown in Table 1:
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Table 1. The community adaptive capacity’s domain-criteria table.

Adaptive Domain
Attributes

Key Indicators
Impact, Action,

Mediation
Sub-Indicators Measurement Resilience Habitat

(Rht), Human (Rhu)

Resilience Rht

By Habitat Domain
A. Place

Impact based

1. Building
(impact)

a. Building state 0-1
(1). Building damage
(2). Building no damage

“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

Habitat domain
indicators total
numerical values = 0 ≤
R ht≥ 4

Low Rht (1),
Medium Rht (2),
and High Rht (3+).

2. Environmental
(impact)

a. Ambient condition 0-1
(1). environnemental
impact
(2). no environmental
impact

“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

3. Infrastructure
(impact)

a. Road, Bridge damage 0-1
(1). water, electricity, and
other damages
(2). no water, electricity,
and other damages

“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

4. Flooding
(impact)

a. Flood experience 0-1
(1). Water retention or
accumulation
(2). No water retention or
accumulation

“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

Resilience Rhu

By Human Domain
A. People
(individual)
B. Community
(collective)

Action and mediation
based

1. Information
Understanding
(action)

a. Self-perception of flood
risk
b. Visual prompts before
flood
c. Public services alert
source
d. Information stream and
awareness

visible change
(knowledge) “yes” = 1
“no” = 0

Human domain
indicators total
numerical values = 0 ≤
Rhu ≥ 12

Low Rhu (summation
“yes” ≤ 2),

Medium Rhu

(summation 3 ≤ “yes”
≥ 6), and

High Rhu

(summation 7 ≤ “yes”
≥ 12).

2. Responsive
Process
(action)

a. Ability to mobilize
during flood
b. Identify threat
c. Prioritize actions
d. Design strategy
d. Implement strategy

Visible change response
(skill)
“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

3. Learnings
Attainment
(action)

a. Post-impact learning 0–1
(1). Planning
(2). Experimental measure
(3). Management skill
b. Transformational
learning 0-1
(1). Problem identification,
or problem domains
variables identified
(2). Habitat and human
domain system
identification and
redefinition

Visible change
preparation (network)
“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

4. Social
Structure
(mediation)

a. Network transition
“yes” = 1
“no” = 0

b. Communication channel
c. Engagement with others

The communities’ ability to cope and adapt to stresses underlines both the in-situs
environmental sensitivity and human adaptability. As the transition is further categorized
through impact, action, or mediation-based effect, the accumulation in learning attainment
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is valued most crucially in the transitional process. How residents acquire the necessary
know-how and means to mitigate floods was accentuated in this indicator evaluation.
Learning magnitude varies according to the flooding event. If the shock impact from
the flood event is greater than previous ones, then the current learning structure must be
reconfigured. This is deemed post-impact learning. Within the ‘Human’ domain, people
and community generate and disseminate knowledge, continuing the learning cycle by
identification, prioritization, design, and implementation of flood resilience. People are
strongly stimulated to act about risk when presented with information about the actions
they could take; the process flow entails the identification of the risks affecting the urban
centers. For the indicators, each was assigned as either possessing (numerical value 1) or
not (numerical value 0). In the ‘Habitat’ domain, criteria measured the ability to mobilize
when threatened, to contain losses and recover in a timely manner, and the ability to
withstand a shock was measured for the total resilience. Post-disturbance recovery was
determined, in part, by remnant components, or the types and forms of ‘resilience capital’
that were not destroyed by a disturbance process of resilient adaptive capacity [5,7,45].

Continuous measure planning, experimentation, and solution-based management
support can lead to post-impact learning. Other learning methods are transformational
learning; stressing the learning along the way and emphasizing how the system behaves
during the cross-scale flood event or the solutions that emerged from the mitigation. In
these cases, learning involves rectifying problems identified or problem domains among
sets of difficult and complex variable problem domains (habitat and human) that have
been solved [45]; this includes restoring the state or solution benefiting all parties involved
(people, place, and community). Once the modification or break of established habits takes
place, it is deemed as a change; this is followed by the proper response which leads to
capacity building in information analysis, learning methods, and social structural shift.

Table 2 identifies the changes in adaptive capacity in phases. It documents the key
attributes from the current cycle state, examining the criteria involved and how it triggers
the transitioning function change. In terms of the adaptive capacity phase, we proposed
the four phases as follows:

1. Diversification phase (D); characterized by the rapid accumulation of resources
(capital) within the human-habitat domain, the rising levels of place, people’s diversity,
and connections with high but decreasing resilience within the community.

2. Innovation phase (I); the time of innovation, restructuring, and greatest uncertainty
within the human-habitat domain, however, with high resilience. A high level of place,
people, and community capacity characterize it.

3. Stability phase (S); the slowing-down growth phase as resources are stored and used
for system maintenance within the human-habitat domain. This is characterized by stability,
reduced flexibility, and low resilience value of place, people, and community capacity.

4. System transition phase (ST); characterized by the chaotic collapse and release and
accumulated capital within the human-habitat domain. This phase is characterized by a
rising level of place, people’s diversity, and connections but low in the place’s capacity. We
argue that the mutual understanding and ability to identify the risks as one prepares to act
is imperative toward the adaptive capacity of the community.

The means were examined to evaluate the cycle scale change from the shock coping
process to stress adaptive capacity; the table shows the transitional framework below.
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Table 2. The continuous transitional resilience adaptive capacity framework.

Panarchy Phases

Panarchy StatePanarchy State Cycle State Criteria Means Cycle Scale Change

Characteristic Phasing Trigger
People, Place and

Community Action
Evaluation

Adaptability &
Resilience Change

Diversification phase (D)

Habitat and human
domain with rising
level of diversity and
connections with
high but decreasing
resilience value.

1.People and
community
(Human domain)
Diversification +.
2. Place
(Habitat domain):
Habitat +
climate risks +

1. People- (+)
Information
understanding
Responsive process
Learning tools
2. Place-(+)
buildings,
environment, roads
3. Community- (-)
Social structure

Rht Rhu = (+ -)
People = +
Community = (-)
Place = (+)

Innovation phase (I)

Habitat and human
domain in time of
innovation,
restructuring and
greatest uncertainty
but with high
resilience value.

1. People and
community
(Human domain)
Innovation +
2. Place
(Habitat domain:
Habitat +
climate risks +

1. People-(+)
Information
understanding
Responsive process
Learning tools
2. Place-(+)
buildings,
environment, roads
3. Community- (+)
Social structure

Rht Rhu = (+)
People = +
Community = +
Place = +

Stability phase (S)

Habitat and human
domain in slow
down stage;
resources are stored
and used largely for
system maintenance
with reduced
flexibility & low
resilience value.

1. People and
community (Human
domain)
Stability - +
2. Place
(Habitat domain)
Habitat -
climate risks +

1. People-(-)
Information
understanding
Responsive process
Learning tools
2. Place-(-)
buildings,
environment, roads
3. Community- (-)
Social structure

Rht Rhu =(-)
People = (-)
Community = (-)
Place = (-)

System Transition phase (ST)

Habitat and human
domain in
transitional collapse
and release; there is
accumulated capital
as resilience is low
but increasing in
value.

1. People and
community
(Human domain)
System transition +
2. Place
(Habitat domain)
Habitat +-
climate risks +

1. People-(+)
Information
understanding
Responsive process
Learning tools
2. Place-(-)
buildings,
environment, roads
3. Community-(+)
Social structure

R = (- +)
People = +
Community = +
Place = -

“-” means a decrease in resilience; “+” means an increase in resilience; “+ or -” means either an increase or decrease
in resilience.

The capacity-building process was considered in connection with the decision-making
process [46]. The two cornerstones were marked on how communities prepare for flood risk:
Either through anticipating the forthcoming flood event or the impact upon the occurrence.
Both components generally rely on experience or the history of natural disasters. Since
people and community are active receptors of obtainable information in mitigation, they are
necessary ‘initiators and creators of alternative schemes; rather than be expected to be mere
receptors of experts’ plans [7,45] toward the appropriate responses as the indicators of such
capacity. Forms of social learning arise following natural disasters and other ecological
events [45]. The community adaptive capacity assessment measurement was calculated
as below:

TR = (Rht) + (Rhu) (1)

where:
TR = Total resilience to assess the resilience transitional phasing.
Rht = Habitat domain resilience (Place).
Rhu = Human domain resilience (People) and (Community)
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a. people as individuals.
b. community as people in a collective assessment

The assessment phasing deems the transitional process accordingly. The transitional
phasing of diversification (D), innovation (I), stability (S), and system transition (ST) could
be categorized as follows:

1. Diversification: TR= Rht Rhu = (+ -); People = + or -. Community = -, Place = +
2. Innovation: TR= Rht Rhu = (++); People = +, Community = +, Place = +
3. Stability: TR= Rht Rhu = (- -); People = -, Community = -, Place = -
4. System Transition: TR= Rht Rhu = (- +); People = +, Community = +, Place = -

For the phasing, the sign “-” means a decrease in resilience; “+” means an increase in
resilience; “+ or -” means either an increase or decrease in resilience. The system transition
in the stress adaptive capacity takes the habitat domain and human domain as the basis to
evaluate the total resilience in the given community. The measure was as follows:

Flood Resilience System Transition: The indicator of skill, knowledge, and network
was further divided into the ability to identify information, learning tools, and support from
the social structure. The process required active participation in listening, understanding,
learning, and acting to mitigate efficiently as the community transits or adapts in phases.
The identification of the urban system’s adaptive capacity phase of diversification (growth),
innovation (reorganization), stability (conservation), and system transition was categorized
according to the sum of the skills, knowledge, and network indicators. The numerical
values assigned were Skill (+1 to +3), Knowledge (+1 to +3), and Network (+1 to +3). To
fully explore the possibility of capacity robustness, it was ascertained that flexibility and
innovation are necessary for the mitigation or adaptation to climate change. As such, the
diversification to system transition phases were analyzed for best-fit scenarios with the
highest resilience.

2.4. Semi-Structured Interview

To explore the multitude of ways in which urban communities acquire flood adaptive
capacity and resilience, the criteria and means must be analyzed, and their aspects noted.
We conducted the assessment abiding by the humanistic geography, taking a qualitative
valuation based on the semi-structured interview to determine how a symbiotic coproduc-
tion of spaces, places, and people affects the adaptive capacity; the interviews assessed
the relationship in which resilience knowledge is produced and shaped by place-based
environmental and locational traits. The assessment gave a numerical quantifier of each
attribute relevant to the formation of flood resilience (Table 3).

Taking the participant observation stand, the semi-structured interview process re-
lied on local focus groups to allow the conversations to progress flexibly to the issues
and concerns raised by the interviewee. The interviewer became a subjective participant
and an objective observer. The interviews were conducted face-to-face and measured the
occurrence of clearly defined direct physical impacts on flooding and the self-evaluation
post-flood experience. Perceptions of surroundings differed from individuals depending
on upbringing, perceptual experience, and epistemological systems [3,45], from which sub-
jective environmental images were constructed. These differences could not be evaluated
using physical geographical data. The cumulative result from the interactions of residents
and their vulnerability were measured as the derivative to the direct environmental im-
pact on people; in turn, it measured the adaptive capacity of residents in responding to
environmental impacts [6].
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Table 3. Semi-structured interview stages.

Key Question Stage 1
Habitat-Human dimension

Key Question Stage 2
Responsive process

Key Question Stage 3
Adaptive Resilience

Robustness

Habitat dimension: has your
building ever been flooded (if
“yes”, note “1”)

Have you ever gained any
knowledge to protect your
building from flooding? (if
“yes”, note “-1”)

Self-assessed level of initiation
to mitigate floods in change,
response and capacity
building: (if ”yes” diversity,
prioritize, design and action:
ok=low +1, good=medium +2,
great = High +3)

Habitat dimension: have the
buildings nearby ever been
flooded? (if “yes”, note “-1”)

Have you ever used any
skills? (if “yes”, note “1”)

Self-assessed level of input in
understand, learning and
effect on social structure
separately (if yes ok=low +1,
good=medium +2, great
=High +3)

Habitat dimension: Have the
flood affected the community
(if “yes”, note “-1”)

Self-assessed levels of
personal preparedness (scale:
Not prepared at all = -1;
ambivalent=0; somewhat ok=
2; ok= 3; very prepared= 4;
very well prepared= 5)

Is the community acting
effectively during flooding?
(not ok -1, don’t know 0, ok
+1, good +2, great +3)

Human dimension: Have you
try to gather information
before the flood? And has
your community being better
prepared? (if “yes”, note “1”
respectively)

Has the neighborhood gained
from experience? (if “no” = 0;
if “yes”, note “1”)

Is the change, response and
building capacity effective?
(not ok -1, don’t know 0, ok
+1, good +2, great +3)

Human dimension: have you
acquired better learning tools
to mitigate? (if “yes”, note
“1”)

The flood mitigation for the
change, response and building
capacity (diversification,
innovation, stability, or system
transition phase) (not ok -1,
don’t know 0, ok +1, good +2,
great +3)

Their inextricable blend of the face and feeling, reason and gut reaction, cognition,
and intuition [45,47] were investigated to determine the human adaptive capacity based on
human perception of environmental risks. The realistic preferences, values, attitudes, be-
haviors, and decision-making process regarding the habitat differed based on the subjective
environmental image. By analyzing residents’ risk perception, we could explore the influ-
ence of local culture, experiences, and environments on people [7,11,45]. It is highlighted
that studies that use more than one method require fewer participants, as to undertake
studies that use multiple (very in-depth) interviews with similar participant [43,45]. Key
stakeholders can tell a “story” about environmental impacts and responses in collaboration
with researchers [3,43]. In this manner, we could recognize residents’ experiences in a
progression and facilitate direct dialogue with residents.

The goal was to explore how risk events interact locally with the environment and
social processes [3] in stages; beginning with stage 1, where the interviewer indicated and
described the potential climate scenarios and the increase in flood risk. If the respondent’s
answer was confident, then, the questions on stage 2 would be proposed to solicit specific
answers from the interviewees. Stage 3 was to self-assess residents’ capacity robustness.
With each stage, we focused on positive or negative answers and differentiated positive or
negative reactions toward the questions. With the aid of a visualized diagram introduced
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during the interview, the key questions in the semi-structured interview followed the
format below.

3. Results
3.1. Assessement Site: Peitou Plateau, Taiwan

Peitou Plateau is located on the flat southern tip of Peitou District, which is the furthest
north of the 12 administrative districts of Taipei City; the plateau is up north of Shetzu
Peninsula and at the riverbank of Keelung River (Figure 2). Since Taipei City has a basin-like
geographic feature surrounded by mountains on all sides except for the rivers extending
in an east-west direction at the northern part of Taiwan, the city comprises two important
rivers: Keelung River and Tamsui River carving across the basin. Peitou plateau is within
the north-eastern side of the watershed area of Taipei, or the Pa-Shien area in the suburbs
of Taipei City. The plateau is north of the Keelung River, as part of the watershed zone. The
planning of the Peitou plateau watershed area has undergone several shifts as flood plain
studies incrementally acknowledged the severity of flood risk of the 20 years to 200 years
flood plain (see Figure 2).
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The Keelung watershed areas function as irrigation, water supply, fishing, and trans-
portation for neighboring villages of the Taipei metropolitan area through the 1960s. The
Flood Control Plan for Great Taipei Area in 1971 was established and the urbanization
continued in the watershed area and replaced the existing rural communities. The im-
plementation was carried out between 1982 and 1996. Fifty water pumping stations and
riverbank dikes of approximately 12 m high and approximately 100 km long were com-
pleted as part of structure measures to mitigate flood risks. During a thirty-five-year period
from 1971–2006, there were eleven severe typhoons that caused flooding problems in Taipei.
These floods mainly resulted from the overflowing of the Keelung River and the failure
of the drainage system. The highest flooding reached 8.5 m caused by Typhoon Nari in
2001. Development pressure increased further in the late 1980s for Taipei and The Keelung
watershed has been designated as an alternative zone for tertiary sector development,
despite the threat of flood in the watershed area. In 2007, the dyke overflow caused severe
flooding in the vicinity. The government immediately implemented dyke strengthening
construction in the hope of reducing the risk of future flooding.

Subsequent flooding events in 2015, 2017, and 2021 continued to cause flash flooding in
the plateau. The most recent one in 2021 accumulated 160 mm rainwater in the area within a
six-hour period. The weather events in the area were in accordance with scenario prediction
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by the government that flooding of 0.5 m or above would increase 16.3%; confirming the
2018 UN Climate Risks Index report; it ranked Taiwan as the 7th country most prone to
climate risks [28]. The Government evacuation plan focused on post-flood planning and
preparation. Investigation of alternative ways to build up the resilience in the plateau
should be implemented. New development in the area accommodates about 15,000 new
residents and new technology parks are being planned. Since the urban plan is not yet
finalized, a long-term drainage system cannot be constructed; only temporary pumping
stations have been built. Hence, the aim of the study.

3.2. Respondents Demographic Characteristic

We conducted an initial semi-structured interview with respondents in the Peitou
neighborhood from the fall of 2018 through to the summer month of 2019; the empirical
research was carried out in 2018–2019 whereby 115 stakeholders were interviewed based
on open-ended questions with the aid of visualized diagrams. The interview time corre-
sponded to the seasonal typhoon and extreme rainfall months in Taipei City. The location
was chosen to correspond to the area most likely to be flooded in Peitou.

Interviews took place on the main artery road, along retail stores or of the commercial
facilities. We conducted the interview along the street or inside the stores. We observed
the new residential housing tracts have been completed and some interviewees were with
new residents; of the total 115 interview reports, we have ignored 17 interviews as the
respondents indicated that they have just recently moved in and have no previous flood
experience. In total, 98 respondents were selected to represent age, gender, occupation,
and geographical location in the community. Most respondents were store owners, local
customers, or employees. Respondents 60 years and over have been living around the
area for generations. Respondents’ ages varied, with the youngest being in the late teens
and the eldest in their 60s. However, as part of the semi-structured interview, not all
respondents expressed opinions on all the questions presented in this study. The result
reflects the feedback from the respondents. For the non-feedback or lack of response, the
study excluded them from the tabulation. The respondent’s demographic characteristics
and interview locations are shown in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Respondents’ demographic characteristics.

Percentage Duration/Description

Gender (n = 100)
Male 48%
Female 52%
Level of Education
High school or less 32%
University 46%
Graduate School/higher 22%
Age (n = 100)
20 and younger 2%
21–29 29%
30–39 21%
40–49 14%
50–59 18%
60 and older 16%
Flood Experience 4 years
Business Operation
(most eateries, convenience store) 5 years

Property Condition Mostly rental

3.3. Adaptive Capacity Assessment Result

The study site reflected a unique habitat change and human adaptability toward
the risk; the study measured how residents react to the changes of habitat and human
domain. The given habitat state and human capacity address the ability to cope with
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change and action for adaptive capacity, and we took into account the people, community,
and place factors. This section was presented accordingly, with resilience by habitat and
human domain (Figures 3–8); followed by system transition analysis to portray the dynamic
changes that occurred in the community (Figure 9).
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3.3.1. Stage 1—Resilience by Habitat (Rht) and Human (Rhu) Domain

The result for the habitat (Figure 3) and human domain (Figures 5–9) is shown below.
Each respondent gauged their experience in the semi-structured interview and it was cate-
gorized according to their self-assessment. The X-axis shows the respondent’s evaluation
of association or no association, while the X-axis indicates the number of respondents
corresponding to the category.

For the habitat dimension, the study breaks down into building, environment, road,
and flooding criteria (Figure 3). Demographics break down into female and male categories
which showed a divergent self-evaluation. Considering male and female respondents
together, they were most worried about the building factors, since most buildings in the
older section of the plateau were built four to five decades ago. There were 33 female and 29
male respondents that felt it was critical to evaluate the building condition. Older buildings
were mostly at risk since a vast percentage of building grade elevation was below the street
level elevation, and the chance of flooding was much higher than those newer buildings
mostly above grade level. Most female respondents worried about their building’s safety
as a shelter while dismissing the roads used for circulation; however, male respondents felt
that roads were far more important for mitigation than buildings. The new development
has raised the grade level, which lessens the chance to be flooded as compared to the older
buildings. Some residents were extremely confident of the new development, describing
the improved grade level height as an added real-estate value and resilient feature. For this
reason, most of the respondents felt that land use is an extremely important sub-indicator,
while road and flooding were evaluated divergently by male and female respondents.
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The streets until now suffered partial flooding during extreme precipitation, and
the leak permeates into the interior. Though flooding is an important issue, 16 female
respondents felt that was unrelated to daily life, while 37 male respondents felt the same.
This was related to the decrease in flood events in the area. They felt the road was the least
important sub-indicator and did not express any negative comment regarding this matter.
Male respondents felt that the flooding state had no degradation impact. However, several
respondents affirmed that the degradation was a major implication on the community;
they asserted that as time passes, the hardware engineering system would degrade. In
response to the influx of new residents and building development, both male and female
respondents felt land use should be re-evaluated, to better assess the impact of the new
development in the neighborhood.

The respondents predominantly scored higher on the human domain dimension,
indicating they were confident in their ability to cope with the flood risks (Figure 4). We
began by asking how the local community evaluates their resilience thinking, the result
from Figure 4 indicated a vast difference in the self-evaluation on resilience confidence.
The confidence level changed when respondents felt they needed to engage in flood
mitigation actions (action-based). Respondents were asked if they collectively possessed
adaptive thinking, preparedness, engagement, and, finally, recovery thinking. There was a
schism within the male and female respondents; they differed on the preparedness and
engagement categories. Female respondents expressed that although they had adaptive and
recovery thinking, it was much harder to deal with flooding, as they felt much threatened
by the risk, though they could mitigate during the flood. Therefore, the preparedness
and engagement confidence was lower than their male counterparts. The comprehensive
evaluation (Figure 4) indicated that the resilience thinking in Peitou was strong.
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In terms of individual key indicators, the result of information, responsive process,
learning tools, and social structure variables are indicated below.

- Information variable: this is the way information was gathered and acquired (Figure 5).
The self-awareness in this study was the behavior and action based on the information
and decision-making of the residents. We observed 69 of the total respondents felt
strongly aware, which is 71% of the residents interviewed. Most respondents felt there
was a lack of public support in marking the flood awareness and services as well as
awareness of flood risk within the community. Only 31 respondents felt there was
some public service; 69% of the respondents felt a lack of public service; 61% of the
respondents felt that there was a lack of flood risk. However, over half (52%) of the
respondents felt that they were prepared for a flood event.

- Responsive process variable: Key issues in this variable included (1) ability to mobilize
during a flood; (2) identify a threat; (3) prioritize actions; (4) design a strategy, and:
(5) implement the strategy. The assessment for the responsive process was diverse
(Figure 6).; for identifying the risk, 32 respondents felt strongly positive, 53 respon-
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dents felt positive, which made 86% of respondents measured positively; for prioritiz-
ing, 52 respondents felt strongly positive, 44 respondents felt positive, which made
98 % of respondents felt positive about having a strategy to prioritize the targets in
mind during mitigation. As for the design of the actions required, only 6 respondents
felt strongly positive, 33 respondents felt positive, 36 respondents felt ambivalent.
This state reflected that the community has not faced an extreme flooding event and
could not evaluate their ability to design mitigation practices. For implementation,
45 respondents felt strongly positive, with 43 respondents feeling positive, which
resulted in 90% of all respondents feeling positive about their ability to implement
mitigation during flood events.

- Learning tools variable: The indicators included (1) post-impact; (2) transformational
learning (Figure 7). Overall, the post-impact learning quite diverged among resi-
dents. For assessing the planning, experimental measures, and management skills,
69 respondents felt associated with the planning, with 63 respondents feeling a cor-
relation with experimental measures; only 48 respondents felt management skills
were crucial within the post-impact learning. For transformational learning, only 45
respondents felt they could identify the problem, but 69 respondents felt reasonably
familiar with the habitat and human domain system; 52 respondents felt they were
capable of identifying and redefining from each event, which accounted for 53% of
the qualified respondents.

- Social structure variable: The study investigated the knowledge, skills, and network
categories of people, community, and place factors (Figure 8). The aspiration for the
communication tool was that it should be distinctive by being research-informed,
narrative in orientation, and drawing on different evidence bases. In the adaptive
resilience robustness build-up, the indicator of skills, knowledge, and networks was
taken into consideration; it was further divided into the ability to identify information,
learning tools, and support from the social structure. The process required active
participation in listening, understanding, learning, and acting to mitigate efficiently as
the community transits or adapt in phases.
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In terms of social structure, the residents felt confident about the people and the
place factor, but the community factor scored differently; the sentiment was in disarray
in terms of the knowledge, skills, and network category. Looking into the people and
place confidence, it outweighed the non-confidence sentiment. Residents felt that they
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could mitigate flood risks, and the neighborhood was equipped with engineered hardware.
However, for the community factor, the network attributed score was 41 persons out of
98, but the non-confidence remained at 40 persons. This was perhaps due to the influx of
new residents to the neighborhood and many old residents did not feel these new residents
could be trusted in terms of their capacity. For the knowledge factor within the community
category, the non-confidence outweighed the confident ones, mainly because of the influx
of new residents to the community; most respondents felt that new residents may not
know enough about mitigation and will affect the knowledge level. Upon more in-depth
confirmation, the most recent flooding event occurred a decade earlier, which for most
respondents it meant that there was no imminent risk. Each respondent’s assessment of
knowledge, network, and skills was assessed within the people, place, and community
factors. The evaluation took the three factors into account to measure knowledge, skills,
and network ability. The initial assessment of the Peitou plateau presented a localized
condition where the residents’ self-acknowledgment emphasized the self-awareness in the
knowledge and network category within the people and place factors, while the community
factor scored less. Conceivably if subsequent flood events require prompt actions from the
community, this factor may score higher.

3.3.2. Stage 2—System Transition

Peitou adaptive phasing is disseminated in Figure 9; the overlap within each individual
phases is present in accordance with the adaptive framework. Most residents measured
fell into the diversification phase, followed by system transition, innovation, and, finally,
the stability phase. The eclectic composition of the human dimension is evident from
respondents with multiple flood mitigation experiences, second-generation residents, and
other residents with sporadic experiences in dealing with floods. Respondents’ spontaneous
responses offered descriptive and informative reactions to climate change and flood risk.
The following is a further detailed analysis result of the respondents’ own assessment
towards flood risk; in terms of identification, prioritization, design, and implementation,
corresponding to diversification, innovation, stability, and chaotic state level. Most of the
respondents showed a robust adaptability level. The respondents were quite independent
in their self-assessment and showed confidence in the institution and community indicators.
Using the assumed scenarios, these respondents were able to recount or share previous
experiences. The result of the transitional process in the place-based capacity was directly
proportional to the community’s awareness and mitigation practice.

Firstly, for the Diversification phase, which was characterized by the growth potential,
36% of the respondents reflected that there was a rising level of diversity and connections
in the habitat and human domain; though the level was high, there was a distinct decrease
in resilience value. They evaluated positively for the people (individual capacity) and
place factors, while evaluated negatively for the community (collective capacity) category.
Evidently, there was an uneasy feeling with the recent influx of residents into the neigh-
borhood, marking a transitional shift in the community factor. Next, for the Innovation
phase, we looked for innovation, restructuring, and greatest uncertainty but with high
resilience value within the human and habitat domain. Of the respondents, 24% evaluated
that people, community, and place factors were cohesively connected in this phase. This is
critical for the neighborhood, since ranking habitat and human domain positively, shows a
robust build-up in the flood resilience within some pockets of the neighborhood. Thirdly,
9% of the respondents felt the neighborhood was at the Stability phase; both habitats and
human domains were slowing down, and allocated resources were being used only for
system maintenance such as annual dyke check-ups. With so many new residents unaware
of the flood risk, and old residents becoming very blase of the flood risk, they felt that
the people, community, and place were left with reduced flexibility and low resilience
value. Lastly, in the System Transition phase, 26% of the respondents felt the habitat and
human domain were in a dynamic transitional shift; there was a reserved but low level in
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accumulated resilience in the place factor, but it was increasing in capacity value within the
people and community factors.

Overall, the system transition was evident. Most residents felt confident in dealing
with the habitat-human domain, only less than 9% of the respondents felt their resilience
was lower than average. The system oscillated mostly between the Diversification and
System Transition band, showing a hectic shift in resilience capacity. The scale shifted from
passive to an active build-up of resilience capital. However, considerable uncertainty was
felt by most residents with the new influx of residents; some old residents were unsure
how the demographic compositional change may modify the neighborhood. The results
ascertain the dynamic mechanism in people, community, and place factors; they contribute
to adaptive capacity within the “Panarchy” framework. They expressed some hesitation
but still seemed confident. The innovation phase scored lower than the system transition
phase. Mainly, most residents felt they were in the diversification phase, characterized
by a positive resilience in the ‘place’ factor, while the people factor scored positively, but
the community factor scored negatively. Since most of the residents were either in the
diversification or system transition phasing, it reflected that there was less drive in the
community to explore creative solutions or to propose ways of alerting flood risks. There
was an evident complacency in the community regarding flood risks. This is a warning
sign for the institution looking into the Peitou resilience planning or management.

4. Discussion
4.1. Learning the Community Transitional Adaptive Capacity and Resilience

Urban resilience involves regime change in which the structures, processes, and
identity of a community either evolve into a more desired configuration or devolve into
a less desirable state [7,43,45]. It applies to urban centers acquiring flood resilience. In
the processional transition, adaptation implies a transitory process with a specific goal
to exploit all opportunities and means; to reduce vulnerability and risk, with available
means to lessen the impact or harm. Therefore, adaptive thinking would be unfettered if
the media, elite figures, local groups, or other societal actors are silent on the matter [45,48].
This capacity could be sustained by progressive emulsification.

The United Nations urbanization projected a total of 55% of the population live in
urban areas under extreme climate threats which may result in loss and damage [25]. There-
fore, acquiring the necessary mitigation becomes an essential condition for communities.
Learning through an environmental event or natural disaster can create a “window of
opportunity” for collective action in a habitat (socioecological) system [3,5] as well as
human community systems [45]. Lessons learned from flood-prone communities serve as
a learning reference to regional urban resilience planning; local practice makes a lasting
impression of the conscious experiences and is part of the cognitive habitual action from
the local community.

In addition to hardware engineering reinforcement, the community’s resilience should
focus more on software reinforcement, like social capital, economics, resources, and disaster-
control policy mechanisms. Adaptive capacity, then, is achieved through a vast array of
actions layered upon the people and community; they assimilate experiences to apply to the
eventual decision, effecting changes within the habitat domain. Resilience requires critical
capacities of living systems: to resist collapse and maintain vital functions, to adapt to
transforming conditions (learn and self-organize); this allows for an evolving the build-up
of capacity. This study ascertains the assessment model of the human-habitat domain,
though residents’ responses should be further tested and improved; overall, this scoping
tool is still applicable to assess the capacity in mitigating flood events.

Adaptation is necessary to position countries to better cope with the impacts they will
experience under climate risks [3,45,48]. It is argued that residents that shared previous
experiences in flooding are more cautious about the risks, marking a stark contrast to
those that lack previous encounters with flooding with their skill buildup. Those that lack
any previous flooding experiences still enabled their flood adaptability knowledge but
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are not necessarily applicable to resiliency skill buildup. This differential directly (albeit
marginally) reflects that communication tools and age highly influence adaptation capacity
through skill, like any experience in flooding does influence the total preparedness or skills,
the likelihood of flooding is replaced by the best practice opportunity that bears no direct
impact on their livelihood.

4.2. The Dynamic Thinking in Adaptive Capacity

A system is deemed resilient when the degree of disturbance taken could withstand
the shock without shifting into a new regime or basin of attraction [14]. System potential is
concerned with the range of options available for future responses of the system [45,48].
Despite the inherent differences in the human-habitat domain, the prototype model pro-
posed facilitates the evaluation of communities facing constant climate risks. Accordingly,
introducing the awareness of flood events should stimulate and capacitate the communities’
capacity build-up [45,47]. Moreover, social consensus regarding appropriate solutions has
been lagging and the effect of co-design cannot be observed nor tracked. By identifying the
vulnerability areas through the appropriate assessment framework allows for future robust
adaptation to be applied.

The hierarchical structuring allows the assessment of change that a given community
encounters. Once the critical factor is identified, this condition enhances the amplest
support to form an effective process and network. In Peitou, residents felt that they have
a solid grasp of the local human and habitat domain, albeit a lack of support from the
public sector. However, with new residents moving into the community, it would be of
significance to evaluate the adaptive capacity on a rolling basis, since the dynamic change
remain inherently the core of the Panarchy assessment model.

We find that flood risk awareness can be promoted through the form of visualized
diagrams; the community best reads a graphic representation. Awareness should be
raised to effectively assess climate change impacts. Significantly, the community needs to
acknowledge the impacts and current capacity or susceptibility. By focusing on the people,
community, and place criteria, the evaluation takes the human-habitat domain through
the transitional evaluation. The dynamic shift corresponds to the realistic fluctuation that
a given community may encounter. Jointly, local knowledge, skills, and network affect
the local flood resilience; by addressing the system, one can undergo in the face of threats,
and still retain the same controls on function and structure while maintaining options to
develop further.

Identifying viable strategies and adaptable, flexible, and pertinent responses to the
residents could undeniably facilitate capacity robustness build-up. Having effectual mitiga-
tion practice necessitates the short-term reactive practice and viable measures that could be
implemented in the future to match the community’s adaptive level. Those with flooding
experience perceive higher levels of personal and local area threat from climate change.
Therefore, the community benefits from previous experiences or knowledge to build up
skills. This is also important in forming a consensus prior to effective network formation.

4.3. Bottom-Up Approach in Flood Resilience Adaptation Options

The shift for the bottom-up approach can be witnessed from recent adaptation thinking;
it allows scenarios and modeling as a visual aid to educate local communities in risk
awareness and mitigation options; hence, a move toward better adaptation capacity. The
skills attained through experience and information through the network seem to stimulate
the knowledge building for the residents. In Peitou, the time of innovation phase happened
before the 1960s until the late 1980s. That is the period of most momentous uncertainty
but with most gained resilience; residents learned to mitigate without being dependent
on additional institutional assistance. This is overlapped by the growth phase in the late
1980s till early 2000. The resilience capacity decreased as residents became dependent
on the engineered hardware to mitigate floods. This is best exemplified in their habitual
expectation that the dikes and pumps could keep the water level at bay. The adaptive
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capacity in the community is necessitated by the ability to listen, understand, and learn
and the local social structure. The lack of these attributes in a direct way hampered the
local capacity build-up.

The result of the semi-structured interview exhibited a discrepancy among the respon-
dents. Most of the respondents have an elevated level of listening and understanding ability,
while the learning and social structure shows a lower level as compared to the listening
and understanding ability. The discrepancy seems to reflect the age differential among the
respondents, as the younger respondents maintain less opportunity to mitigate the floods.
If the learning opportunity is not present, then the sharing of past experiences needs to
be encouraged to facilitate the capacity build-up process. This reflects that the personal
learning and knowledge built up is much more crucial than the habitat contribution. The
knowledge build-up contributes to the resilience of neighborhoods. People’s perception of
climate change and its possible consequences is related to their direct personal experience
of harm or damage from climate-related events like flooding or landslide [36,45,47]. The
community needs to familiarize themselves with the coping strategies, while diversifying a
divergent capacity among individuals, induced by their actions and responses toward the
human-habitat impacts. Residents predominantly evaluate and rely on the hardware to
mitigate the flood risk; their reliance on the dikes is essentially similar to other communities
in Taiwan, where the assumption is that a reactive planning process is always followed by
compensating past flooding against future risk. The “Panarchy thinking” approach allowed
the dynamic transitional process to be assessed; local policy could encourage more software
measures at the community level. Adaptation, therefore, should embrace innovation and
viable strategies; even if the community’s confidence is aided by hardware addition, the
locally adapted measures could be implemented to allow community-based measures.

The careful identification of available strategies allows the community to prioritize or
integrate options in the ranges of uncertainty. Most importantly, the identified weakness
could be fortified by learning tools, social structure, and strengthening of obtainable infor-
mation. The paradigm shift allows adaptive thinking rather than impact-minded thinking,
which combines flexibility in management and accepting uncertainty in a projected flood
risk scenario. The community begins accepting the level of risks, becoming resilient in the
face of the flood. Not to underestimate that the coordination effort within the network in
the community becomes a challenge across levels and multiple scales.

5. Conclusions

It is ascertained that place-based capacity is directly proportional to the community’s
awareness and mitigation practice. Public measures such as the EU Floods Directive in
2007 (Directive 2007/60/ EC), or the Finnish Flood Risk Management Act in 2010 could
aid the community mitigation process. As the institutional stakeholders take part, the
active participation from residents could benefit the collective whole to transition toward
the adaptive resilience capacity but lack measurable evidence on their contribution and
shift within the spatial-temporal scale. The study proposed transitional thinking derived
analysis framework to better recognize the community’s dynamic capacity in mitigating
flood risk.

How the community copes with flood risk is important; one should focus on iden-
tifying specific people, community, and place factors that could strengthen local flood
resilience. Essentially, this study ascertained that by integrating and analyzing the condi-
tions and perception of a given community, the capacity to mitigate the risks is ascertained;
building the ability to bounce forth from flood events is critical. In the Peitou plateau, the
residents transition between adaptive states to maintain daily function. At the onset of
and post-flood events, residents’ self-assessment on their awareness of the condition to the
practices indicated the dynamic transition.

An individual and collective evaluation of flood awareness was assessed. While some
residents felt confident enough in their individual capacity gathering, the community
seemed to ubiquitously agree on the lack of input from the public service in aiding local
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flood resilience. This critical observation confirms the effect of resilient practice and the
individual and collective learning from past experiences within the community affect
residents’ perception and resilience ability. Consequently, the demographic shift reflects the
dynamic transition. As new residents move in, their subjective assessment of the habitat
resonates and sometimes inhibits the learning process. Essentially, they learned to share
an adapted resilience value system. Flood events sharpen people and the community’s
awareness; the frequent flooding that may recede within a few hours encouraged new and
younger residents in acquiring a positive attitude toward flood risk.

The preconception of reinforced engineered infrastructure decreased the flooding
frequency in the area. The increased risks in the face of extreme climate change depend on
the future intensity. Magnitude and scope in the engineering design could withstand will
exceed the mainstream practice or estimated allowance. Further, the resilience enablement
is reinforced by a positive outlook or the fact that residents feel empowerment in flood
resilience. As the stress level lowers, the coping capacity and the adaptive means mostly
become a cognitive measure or reflection rather than an actual capacity. Residents feel
strongly about their resilience level, though most of them have not encountered recent
flood events. The sporadic flooding in the community affected only a pocketful of residents,
while others have not experienced the events at all.

Resilience capacity build-up requires a certain allowance to address the gaps rather
than introducing new methods. The intra-network among the residents is helpful to process
the intra-transformational learning process. This process can allow for resilience build-up
from individually based to collective based adaptation. Flood risks present challenges that
are augmented incrementally with further climate change. As resilience capacity involves
how each member of the community copes with flood risk, this study empirically examined
each of the scale changes at the various transitional stages of the resilience build-up process.
This resilience varies from the degree and time exposed to flood. This is significant in
understanding the strength and shortcomings of the members within the community.
Depending on the increase or decrease in the coping mechanism or adaptive capacity, the
cross-scale linkages affect the progress of the human or habitat criteria influencing the
overall dynamics of the system. Evidently, the human criteria influenced the resilience
capacity in Peitou.

Comprehensive information on suitable methods for adaptive assessment across
multiple time, location and human-habitat dimensions are not readily available. Issues
like the dynamic understanding of key components within the flood resilience, residents’
capacity for the mitigation process, and lessons learned over time should be analyzed.
This study provided an alternative method to comprehend how residents enable their
flood resilience; their adaptive capacity involves a process of reducing the uncertainty and
complexity of rapid urban change. We ascertain that assessing the adaptive capacity is
important in understanding local flood awareness; specifically, the fluctuation and dynamic
shift in behavior and capacity, allowing public’s assisted measures to reference the human-
habitat domain effect in the flood resilience capacity robustness within the community.
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